Concept Construction on the Area of Oblique Triangles: A Lesson Study
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Abstract: This paper aimed to explain how students construct the concept of the area of oblique triangles. Through Lesson Study using the Theory of Didactical Situations, the researchers designed a research lesson with the raison d'être of improving the teaching of trigonometry. The research lesson was implemented to junior high school student-participants in a national high school in the Philippines, and was attended by a pool of observers. A priori and a posteriori analyses were conducted to validate the teaching and learning situations. Observations, notes, students’ outputs, and post-lesson discussions and reflections were used in the analysis of didactical situations. After the conduct of the Lesson Study, the following themes emerged: (1) explicit mathematics didactical intentions are essential in analyzing students' constructed mathematical knowledge and learning, and (2) balancing adidactical situation and teacher facilitation allows independent learning for students.
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1. Introduction

In terms of mathematics literacy, 2018 Philippine participation in PISA ranked the country second last among 79 participating countries. Also, the PISA 2018 National Report of the Philippines reported that the country achieved a significantly lower average score than the overall average score while 19.7% of Filipino students reached at least the minimum proficiency level [1]. This is expected since Filipino students’ mathematics literacy historically performed lower in the National Achievement Test [1] and Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) [2]. The quality of learning outcomes of students is the biggest challenge of Philippine basic education [1] since the implementation of the country’s major curriculum reform – the Enhanced Basic Education Curriculum (K to 12 BEC) in 2013.

Guided by mathematics literacy problems, this study focused on how students construct mathematical concepts using didactical situations as a theoretical lens. By engaging in a Lesson Study, the researchers chose the area of oblique triangles as the mathematical organization for the research lesson. Several studies reported that students have difficulties in and fragmental understanding of trigonometry concepts [3, 4]. To further discuss this fragmental understanding of trigonometry concepts, the findings of Cetin [4] on mathematics education students’ perceptions on conceptual understandings of trigonometric functions and their content development revealed that there is a high level of perception on trigonometric functions (i.e. angle and arc); but students do not understand their conceptual development. Likewise, students have visual imagery of the concept, but are not sufficient to grasp the concept and to understand its content development. This is also confirmed in the study of Fernandez, Hidalgo, and Rico [5] using the semantic triad: conceptual structure, representation, and sense to investigate students' understanding of trigonometry concepts. High school students do not possess an accepted meaning of the studied trigonometry concepts. The fragmental understanding of trigonometry can be explained by learning obstacles. In the qualitative study [6] regarding the ability of high school students to represent trigonometry concepts, three learning obstacles were found out. Ontogenic psychological obstacles pertain to the interests and motivations of students to learn trigonometry concepts, while conceptual ontogenic obstacles are difficulties of the students to comprehend the concept, and didactical obstacles are instructional designs that hinder the interconnectedness of concepts and do not provide alignment on students' previous experiences and knowledge.

Anchored on TDS, we aimed to design or engineer a mathematics instruction or didactical situations that could provide rich mathematical learning experiences for the students in building their understanding, deepen their ability to reason, and communicate mathematically. Eliminating didactical obstacles [6] and understanding students’ mental constructions, our rationale for improving the teaching of triangle trigonometry specifically the
process of students’ concept construction on the area of oblique triangles gave directions to the Lesson Study we opted with analysis from the theoretical perspectives of TDS.

2. Literature Review

We emphasized the teaching and learning of the triangle because we believe that the study of triangles is one of the most important concepts in the understanding and learning of geometry and trigonometry. From an epistemological perspective, the area of oblique triangles connects different mathematical concepts in the fields of geometry and trigonometry. The area of the triangle is known to students since it is given in elementary mathematics and reinforced in high school mathematics while right triangle trigonometry and trigonometric functions are introduced in high school mathematics. The abstraction of the area of oblique triangles relates these mathematical contents and in this study is emphasized as didactical variables.

Theory of Didactical Situations (TDS)

TDS explains the inherently complex situation involving interactions among teacher-student-content in a given milieu [7, 8]. Generally speaking, the theory is concerned with comprehensively explaining the interaction between the learner and the milieu. Explained briefly, “[t]he milieu typically includes other learners, the concepts learned by students as well as prior conceptual machinery present in the student’s repertoire and available for use” [8]. Learning, in the TDS perspective, is making sense of situations in a milieu and coping with this milieu in developmental ways, therefore, taken in the context of a theory of situations, “knowledge is the outcome of the interactions between the student and a specific milieu organized by the teacher in the framework of a didactic situation” [9].

In the context of mathematics teaching practice, the understanding of the theory can help teachers engineer mathematical situations to facilitate students’ understanding. Furthermore, in the context of mathematics education research, the theory focuses on developing conceptual tools for studying learning situations to understand how learning happens [10]. There are different phases of didactic situations based on the role that the teacher plays with the student-milieu scheme (i.e. situation of action, formulation, validation, and institutionalization). Descriptions and explanations of the situations of action, formulation, validation, and institutionalization are based on the concept of feedback [11] and dialectic [11].

In brief, according to Brousseau [12] “the modern conception of teaching, therefore, requires the teacher to provoke the expected adaptation in her students by a judicious choice of problems (emphasis from the author) that she puts before them” and that problem-situation is the milieu”. The teacher then organizes the problem-situation for students to engage and interact with the milieu. In this situation, the student is now in didactical situation (learning situation)—a learning situation where the teacher does not interfere with the students’ interaction with the milieu [12]. Being left in the learning situation, the student will either motivate to solve or create the solution to the problem-situation. In here, feedback is taken as communication of information while dialectic is the method that turns the information communicated into knowledge in the student-milieu system (including the management of contradictions and obstacles). Further, “...the construction of meaning, as we understand it, implies a constant interaction between the student and problem-situations, a dialectical interaction (because the subject anticipates and directs her actions) in which she engages her previous knowing, submits them to revision, modifies them, completes them or rejects them to form new conceptions” [11].

Didactical situation has three phases, i.e. action, formulation, and validation. According to [11, 13] in action phase, the teacher is an organizer. S/he chooses and organizes a problem-situation or milieu. The teacher’s intention in giving the milieu is that the students engage and adopt the milieu and after which s/he devolves from the situation, while in formulation phase, after the situation of action, the teacher re-enters in the didactical situation. This time, the teacher serves as chair in the exchanges of communication amongst students and making sure that all formulations made by individual students are “visible”, and in validation phase, the role of the teacher is much visible. S/he acts as a chair in a scientific debate amongst students. Also, s/he intervenes in the debate to organize the debate, make students’ aware of the possible inconsistency, and to make students use precise mathematical concepts and language. In summary, when the teacher and students interact in the learning situation, i.e. the teacher organizes the problem-situation/milieu and the students inquire if they understand well the problem-situation, then they are in a didactical situation.

Note however that, a milieu devoid of didactical intentions is inadequate to provoke in the student the knowledge that the teacher wishes her to learn [11]. The method of didactic engineering (conception, design, and implementation of the didactical situations including the predictions of properties of knowledge and the realization—checking if the predictions were correct) considered these didactical intentions. Further, Artigue [14] defines didactic engineering as a methodology that is based on a controlled design of teaching sessions of which the design is subjected to experimentation and the evaluation of the a priori and a posteriori analyses were its
internal mode of validation. Moreover, a priori analysis determines these didactical intentions in the process of didactical engineering. In the context of TDS, a priori analysis is a teachers’ tool when planning their lessons [12]. Theoretically, a good a priori analysis is a prerequisite if one wants a successful didactical situation.

Now, taken in the context of mathematics education, as Bosch and Chevallard [15] posited that mathematical knowledge could only be constructed and/or acquired through a structured activity where students are put in a situation where they interacted in a milieu. Thus, TDS is a holistic theory that explains how mathematics teachers can design and redesign teaching situations for optimal mathematics learning.

This paper aims to explain students’ construction of mathematical concept as captured by the interactions among student, teacher, and mathematical knowledge with TDS as a guiding framework in explaining the didactical phenomena happened in the mathematics-learning environment. Using Lesson Study as a form of classroom-based inquiry, the researchers planned and implemented the research lesson to look into how students were able to construct the concept of the area of oblique triangles.

3. Methods

We conducted a Lesson Study to improve the teaching and learning of the area of oblique triangles. Lesson Study is a collaborative teacher professional development model that allows teachers to closely examine the lessons and inquire about teacher’s instructional practices [16, 17, 18]. Lesson Study is an effective teacher professional development approach because it incorporates the following aspects: "it is site-based, practice-oriented, focused on student learning, collaboration-based, and research-oriented" [16]. Although Lesson Study is a professional development approach for teachers, teacher behavior is less emphasized but rather, its entire process is focused on student learning and collecting substantial information from the live classroom interaction [19].

We opted to use the Lesson Study because this method enabled us to design/engineer a lesson to make students' learning visible and to explore and validate the didactical phenomena. The process of Lesson Study enables us to not only study the didactical phenomena but also as Murata [16] contends, to test our teaching approach in a live context and be able to investigate how students learn, specifically how students mentally constructed the meaning of area of oblique triangles based from the didactical situation of the designed lesson. Also, the approach helped us to determine the key aspects of our lesson (i.e. previous learning experiences relative to the students' concept of the triangle and right triangle trigonometry). From this point, we were able to anticipate how students will respond to different learning activities of our lesson and this enabled us to focus on student's different thinking processes and the didactic process at hand.

Lesson Study is an appropriate method with TDS as the theoretical lens to investigate the mental constructions of students as influenced by the didactical situation. Research lesson (planned and implemented lesson) was emphasized in the conduct of the Lesson Study as this is central to the process [16] and is designed to improve student achievement [19]. This part of the Lesson Study is the core element of the process as this phase helped us to investigate how students construct the concept of the area of the oblique triangle. The Lesson Study process lasted for three weeks. The research lesson was implemented on March 9, 2020, and took one hour to finish.

Participants

This study involved 35 Grade 9 junior high school student-participants from an urban school in a city in Laguna, Philippines, the researchers, four Mathematics teachers of the said school, School Head/ Principal, and four Ph.D. in Mathematics Education students. Implementation of the research lesson was well coordinated with the participating school and considered the student-participants regular schedule.

4. Methodology

Procedure

This study carefully followed the following phases in the conduct of the Lesson Study: planning, implementation, and post-lesson discussion.

Planning

We collaborated in setting the goal and planning of the research lesson by doing several meetings, brainstorming activities, designing the lesson, and writing the lesson plan as designed. The research lesson centered on finding the area of oblique triangles. With TDS in mind, the planning of the research lesson was anchored on didactic engineering. Hence, a priori analysis is a precondition in designing the research lesson. Our use of Lesson Study coupled with the theoretical lens of TDS is on the belief of the principle in lesson study as posited by Murata [16] who stated, “As they [teachers] plan, they anticipate students’ possible responses and craft the details of the lesson. Teachers come to know the key aspects of the lesson, to anticipate how students may...
respond to these aspects, and to explore different thinking and reasoning that may lie behind the possible responses”.

We designed a series of tasks (three integrated collaborative student activities): (1) area of an equilateral triangle; (2) area of a scalene-acute triangle; and (3) area of a scalene-obtuse triangle (see Figure 1). In the planning of the research lesson, we carefully thought of ways of not intervening with the student interactions with the milieu during the *adidactical situations*. Thus, we believed that the main task of finding the area of oblique triangles with the aid of triangle cutouts as the major component of the designed milieu would put students in *adidactical situation*.

![Obtuse Triangle Cutouts](image_url)

**Figure 1.** Obtuse triangle cutouts—(a) equilateral triangle, (b) scalene-acute triangle, and (c) scalene-obtuse triangle

Guided by TDS, these didactical intentions are our predictions on the didactical situations that would take place during the research lesson. We hoped to observe the following from the design of the research lesson:

a. Given the main task, the students will first activate their knowledge on the area of the triangle (identifying height and base, recalling the formula of area of the triangle, i.e, \( A_{\triangle} = \frac{1}{2} bh \) computing for the area).
b. Height of the oblique triangle (height problem) surfaces as problem-situation/milieu. Since no available formula for the area of the oblique triangle and any side chosen will be the base, using the cutouts, students will geometrically identify the height of the triangle.

c. With the geometrical identification of height (either they crease the cutout or draw the height using straightedge), students will be left with right triangles. The height problem still surfaces as a problem-situation (this time as procedural). Students will use another knowledge, i.e. finding the lengths of parts of the right triangle using a trigonometric function. Students will use the sine function as the only viable trigonometric function at hand to determine the height.

In the case of the equilateral triangle (first task), the students are also predicted to use their knowledge on solving the right triangle using the Pythagorean theorem or to use their knowledge on the special right triangle (30°-60°-90°).

d. Use the computed height and preferred base of the triangle to compute the area of the oblique triangle.

Implementation

A semi-detailed lesson plan was prepared for the research lesson. Oblique triangle/ Non-right triangle cutouts were used as the main material and central for the analysis of students' concept construction of the area of the oblique triangles.

During the actual implementation, most of the planned and designed activities of the research lesson were executed. Some of the challenges faced during the actual implementation were the duration of mathematics class, the teacher's pacing, and the number of students' tasks. One hour was not enough to execute the research lesson. Also, there were many students' tasks and after each task, there was immediate feedback from the teacher, and students were encouraged to communicate and reason mathematically in a whole class setup. In the review activity, there was a big amount of time consumed and the teacher's pacing becomes slower since the teacher emphasized the knowledge that would be activated during the problem-situation.

In the problem-situation or main task, the students were able to find the area of the equilateral triangle and scalene acute triangle (including also the interchange of heights and bases). Students were able to derive the formula of the area of the oblique triangle using the two triangle cutouts. Since time was limited and we designed the lesson for students to publish their thinking and communicate and reason mathematically, the teacher was not able to give the task on the area of the scalene-obtuse triangle and proceeded with the abstraction of students' learning using the two finished tasks.

Researchers and invited observers collected data on students' learning via observation and note-taking. The observers were able to move around and observed each student and their groups while doing the tasks. Some of the data collected are from the observers' short interviews with individual students while they are engaged in the problem-situation.

Post-Lesson Discussion

Soon after the research lesson ended, debriefing and post-conference were held through the facilitation by a university professor. Members of the research group, other Ph.D. students, and invited observers attended the post-conference. Data collected from the different observations were examined and reflected upon during this stage. This was done to examine what transpired in the entirety of the research lesson and to critically reflect on the teaching-learning experience. We collected all observations, comments, suggestions, and field notes from the different viewers of the lesson study. In this stage, observers were able to communicate what they have observed. We took all comments and suggestions constructively with a collaborative and shared effort atmosphere.

Data collection tools

Data collected in this study includes students' outputs, observers' notes, and post-lesson discussions and reflections. Short interviews of observers while students are engaged in the task were reflected in post-lesson reflections. No follow-up interviews on selected students were conducted.

5. Data Analysis

In analyzing the data collected, we used a priori analysis and a posteriori analysis. A priori analysis in the planning stage of the Lesson Study was a necessary condition because this would allow us to explain the “…differences in complexity between the situations, between the procedures or between the cognitive models which characterize them” [11]. The use of a priori analysis to understand how high school students construct the concept of the area of oblique triangles when put in a didactical situation draws from the reason that it takes into account the mathematical epistemology [20] i.e. the mathematical contents or concepts inherent in the
construction of the concept of the area of oblique triangles. TDS was a suitable theoretical lens in this study because the theory gives importance to this epistemological perspective. The \textit{a priori} analysis for the research lesson served two purposes, predicting outcomes and assessing the efficiency of the designed learning tasks with respect to the intended learning objectives.

\textit{A posteriori} analysis was used to validate [7] the didactical situations that happened in the research lesson based on the data collected from observations, notes, student outputs, and post-lesson reflections. As Artigue [21] stated, the connection between \textit{a priori} and \textit{aposteriori} analyses puts the designed lesson to the test. The comparison and connection between the two analyses would provide insights and reflections on the complexity of mathematics teaching and learning.

6. Results and Discussions

The following emergent themes were extracted from the Lesson Study: (1) explicit mathematics didactical intentions are essential in analyzing students' constructed mathematical knowledge and learning, and (2) minimum teacher supervision and intervention in the didactical situations aid students in attaining deeper mathematical understanding.

\textbf{Explicit mathematics didactical intentions are essential in analyzing students' constructed mathematical knowledge and learning}

Note that according to TDS, \textit{a priori} analysis is a function of mathematical content. We considered the students' knowledge of the concepts of triangle trigonometry specifically on the concept of the sine function in right triangles.

From \textit{a priori} analysis, we planned and designed the research lesson such that the didactic intentions were made as explicit as possible. Based on our collective reflections on the students' outputs, notes of observers, comments, and suggestions of observers during the post-conference, the following cognitive model that characterized the didactical situations (DS) on Lesson Study emerged as predicted with respect from the \textit{a priori} analysis.

The \textit{didactical variables} considered in the \textit{a priori} analysis validated and reflected upon in the \textit{a posteriori} analysis were (a) knowledge on the area of triangle, (b) height problem, (c) knowledge on right triangle trigonometry. As we predicted, students were able to construct the concept of the area of the oblique triangle (see Figure 2).
Figure 2. Students’ outputs—solution strategies during the tasks

From the explicit didactical intentions as designed by researchers on the research lesson, students were able to construct and acquire the concept of the area of oblique triangles. How students constructed and acquired the mathematical knowledge in a didactical situation is attributed to the a priori as “…to be only a necessary prologue to learning” [11]. The process of construction or management of meaning is the object of the theory of situations.

The milieu or problem-situation (height problem with the aid of triangle cutouts, collaboration among group members, and the main task of obtaining an area of the oblique triangle) in the research lesson paved the way for students to work independently and collaboratively to construct the concept or meaning of an area of oblique triangles. From the cognitive model presented, one can see that the milieu connected three didactical variables in the teaching situation.

The milieu made the dialectic interaction possible through feedback and student acting and adapting to it. This confirmed that people learn with interactions with objects [22]. As what observed, when the students were engaged in the height problem and are motivated to solve the problem through creasing the cutout or drawing a perpendicular line from one vertex to the opposite side, and the teacher not intervening in the process, the students were in the addactical or learning situation where they used their previous knowledge, i.e. knowledge on right triangle trigonometry through sine function to solve the problem. In this situation, there was constant feedback and action as noted from the questions they raised among their group members, e.g. how to solve for the height?: what formula to use, sine? cosine?: this is a right triangle, right? This didactic phenomenon is seen as a dialectic interaction [11].

From the collective observations, we observed and reflected on the following model of situations (based on [11], see Figure 3). The cognitive model previously stated was incorporated in this model to explain the didactical phenomena that happened during the action stage of the research lesson.
From the collective observations, we observed and reflected on the following model of situations (based on [11], see Figure 3). The cognitive model previously stated was incorporated in this model to explain the didactical phenomena that happened during the action stage of the research lesson.

The model explains the student’s concept construction of the area of the oblique triangle. As designed by the researchers and reflected upon in the a posteriori analysis, students were able to integrate through the help of the milieu the conceptual and procedural knowledge on the area of the triangle, height, base, right triangle, and the sine function.

Our finding of the explicitness of didactical intentions is in support of the field of didactics of mathematics. The focus of mathematics teaching and learning should be on the study of the transposition of intended mathematical knowledge through didactical systems and the interactions connected with the teaching-learning processes.

**Balancing adidactical situation and teacher facilitation allows independent learning for students**

As part also of a priori analysis of the research lesson, we designed the series of tasks where the finding of the area of the equilateral triangle is the first of the student activities because they posited that students could easily be solved for the measure of the height of the said triangle (see Figure 4).

We intentionally designed the research lesson such that the first of the tasks is to find the area of the equilateral triangle (see Figure 2). We believe that students without a teacher’s intervention could interact easily with the cutout of the equilateral triangle by simply folding/creasing the cutout and other parts of the triangle can be determined geometrically (e.g. 11 cm length, 30°, and 90° angle measures).
Figure 4. Solution strategy for determining the area of the equilateral triangle

We also believe that the activity on finding the area of the equilateral triangle would become a scaffold for the next tasks. Also, we decided to add the task of changing the location of the height and the base of the two remaining triangle cutouts. We intentionally planned this design, with the *a priori* analysis that students would acknowledge conceptually and strategically that the area of the two remaining triangle cutouts remains the same even when heights and bases of the triangles are interchanged.

Inherent in the design of the research lesson is *a priori* analysis of the collaboration of students. We believed that students would be able to construct mathematical knowledge both individually and collectively. Collaboration among students was included in the design because we wanted students to communicate and reason mathematically. We designed the class groupings such that each grouping is composed of 3-4 students. To internally validate these didactical intentions, *a posteriori* analysis is needed. The following validation from the *a posteriori* analysis were reflected.

From the data collected, we observed the different stages of didactical situations:

**Action phase.** In the first task of finding the area of the equilateral triangle, students interacted with the milieu. Without teacher intervention, they were in didactical situation [11, 13]. The student acted upon the cutout by creasing or drawing the height without being told to find the height. We infer that the cutout as an artifact from a design perspective was able to mediate the intended mathematical knowledge as it serves its purpose to support the unfolding of the specific mathematical feature of oblique triangles.

In the TDS point of view, the *height problem* was internalized and acted upon. Students used the previous knowledge on the area of the triangle, geometrical understanding of height, and knowledge on the right triangle trigonometry to act upon the problem. The milieu integrates these didactical variables. This didactic phenomenon is the *didactical situation of action* [11].

**Formulation phase.** From the students’ output, the second task (finding the area of a scalene-acute triangle) enabled to situate the students to formulate a viable solution strategy to solve the problem situation. The small group collaboration and discussion enabled students to communicate and reason mathematically (see Figure 5).

![Figure 5. Small group collaboration and discussion](image)

In this stage, the researchers have observed that students were puzzled about how to get the area of the given triangle. Students used the same solution strategy of geometrically identifying the height (creasing or drawing), but confronted again with the *height problem*. At this stage, the knowledge on right triangle trigonometry, i.e. the use of sine function became the viable solution strategy to the problem-situation. Again, students acted upon the milieu. The formulation of a viable solution strategy coupled with small group discussion confirms what Brousseau [11] called the *didactical situation of formulation*.

**Validation phase.** The task given to the students was to change the location of the height and base of the given scalene-acute triangle. From the data collected, students were able to present and explain to the whole class their solution strategies (see Figure 6). Looking at students’ outputs and presentations, there was a convergence of solution strategies (all of them used sine function as viable solution strategy for the *height problem*) and answers on the area of the given triangle are approximately the same. Affirmation of solution strategy was confirmed when students did not question their classmates’ answers. The solution strategy became proof of the problem-situation.
As Brousseau [11, p. 15] stated, “The consideration of a proof is a reflexive attitude. The proof must be formulated and present while being considered, and therefore most often written, and must be able to be compared with other written proofs also dealing with the same situation. In general, proof will be formulable only after having been used and tested as an implicit rule either in action or in discussion”.

Hence, in TDS’s view, this is a didactical situation of validation.

**Figure 6. A student presenting their solution strategy**

In all of the stages mentioned, the teacher maintained the role of facilitator of learning, students were able to interact with the milieu and were able to communicate and reason mathematically with their peers, therefore, balancing adidactical situation and teacher facilitation while the student is interacting with the milieu aid in meaning-making and understanding of the intended mathematical knowledge, moreover, it allows independent learning for students.

7. **Conclusion**

Based on the findings of this study, using TDS as our theoretical lens, we highlight that in the didactics of mathematics, explicit mathematics didactical intentions are essential in analyzing students’ constructed mathematical knowledge and learning, and balancing adidactical situation and teacher facilitation allows independent learning for students. The findings of this study contribute in developing mathematical theory and practice. On the other hand, minimum modification of the tasks designed using a priori and a posteriori analyses are considered to improve the engineered lesson. Guided by TDS as a theoretical lens, the success of the conduct of the lesson study was attained. The collaborative nature of Lesson Study led us to realizing better plans for the next cycle of this study. Further research that uses didactic engineering or design research methods is encouraged to validate the findings of this study.

8. **Limitations and Future Studies**

The Theory of Didactical Situations is used to explore how students construct the mathematical concept through the student-milieu system. For future directions, cycle of concept construction through the SOLO (Structure of Observed Learning Outcomes) Model may be used as a theoretical lens. On a similar note, follow-up interviews with students will add substantial analyses on the concept construction. Also, a second cycle of Lesson Study is desired to improve the designed lesson on the area of oblique triangles
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